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Abstract—Due to exponential behavior of gate-oxide leakage
current with temperature and technology scaling, leakage power
plays important role in nano − CMOS circuit. In this paper,
we present simultaneous scheduling and binding algorithm for
optimizing leakage current during behavioral synthesis. It uses
TED (Taylor Expansion Diagram) for generating optimized
DFG (Data Flow Graph). Once DFG is obtained, it selectively
binds non-critical components to corresponding functional unit
consisting of transistors of high oxide thickness and critical
components with low oxide thickness. As the algorithm considers
time-constraint explicitly, it reduces leakage current without
degrading the performance of the design. Experimental results
on a set of behavioral synthesis benchmarks for45nm process
show 30% to 70% reduction in leakage current compared to the
results obtained by a conventional optimization flow.

I. I NTRODUCTION

As CMOS technology continues to scale down to achieve
higher performance and higher level of integration, power
dissipation poses new and difficult challenges for integrated
circuit designers. While the initial works to reduce the power
dissipation was to decrease the supply voltage, it quickly
became apparent that this approach was insufficient. Designer
subsequently began to focus on different methodology to
tackle the power issues. The power dissipation inCMOS
circuit can be expressed as a sum of switching and leakage
power as follows,
P = Pswitching + Pleakage = α.f.C.V 2

dd + Ileakage .Vdd (1)

Where,Vdd is supply voltage,α is switching activity,f is
the clock frequency,C is the average switched capacitance
of the circuit, andIleakage is the average leakage current.
Most of the existing works have only considered dynamic
power (Pswitching) reduction for low-power behavioral syn-
thesis. Some works on multiple threshold and power supply
voltage assignment (multiVdd/Vth) have been shown as an
effective way to reduce the circuit power dissipation [1],
[2], [3], [4]. However, these techniques do not reduce the
leakage on the critical path and degrade the design yield under
process variation [5]. On the other hand, the leakage power is
responsible for significant portion of power dissipation because
it is not only important in standby mode but also in the active
mode of operation. Thus, a low power behavioral synthesis
methodology must target reduction of the leakage power.

The gate-oxide leakage currentIox in CMOS is propor-
tional to the square of supply voltage and inversely propor-
tional to the square ofTox (gate-oxide thickness). Reducing
supply voltage will increase the delay of the circuit and hence
would affect the performance of the design. The leakage
current reduction based ondual − Vdd can be found at [6].
However,dual − Vdd requires extra power supply voltages
and is not applicable in performance-critical circuit. It also
increases the number of critical paths in a design which
reduces the design yield under process variation. On the other
hand, increase in the gate-oxide thickness leads to increase
in propagation delay. So, multiple gate-oxide thickness can
serve as a leakage power and delay trade-off which is less
susceptible under process variation. In [7], authors have used
dual−Tox basedCMOS technology to minimize the leakage
current during behavioral synthesis. However, theirRTL gen-
eration is not optimal. In our present work, we have usedTED
and STA based optimized techniques to generate optimal
RTL at the end of the synthesis process.

In the paper, we address reduction of total gate-oxide
leakage of aCMOS data path circuit duringHLS (high-
level synthesis). In this work, we have usedTEDs (Tay-
lor Expansion Diagrams) representation for high-level design
description [8], [9], [10]. This representation is useful for
modeling and supporting equivalence verification of designs
specified at the behavioral level.TED is a canonical, graph
based representation, similar toBDDs (binary decision dia-
grams) [11] andBMDs (binary moment diagrams) [12]. In
contrast toBDDs and BMDs, TED is based on a non-
binary decomposition principle, modeled along the Taylors
series expansion.TED is capable of capturing an entire class
of structural solutions, rather than a singleDFG (data flow
graph). By using decomposition,TED can be converted into
a structural representation,DFG, optimized for a particular
design objective. After obtainingDFG, each of its nodes
is scheduled at appropriate control step, and simultaneously
bound them to the best available resources to achieve the desire
performance with minimum gate-oxide leakage.



II. NANO CMOS RTL OPTIMIZATION: THE PROBLEM

AND THE PROPOSEDSOLUTION

Power reduction in general can be achieved at various levels
of design abstraction, such as system architecture (e.g., behav-
ioral, high-level, algorithm), logic and transistor level. At each
level of design abstraction researchers have proposed different
techniques for reduction of various sources of power dissipa-
tion. Works on low-powerHLS can be found at [1], [13],
[14]. These techniques have been successfully implemented,
but most of these works focused on one side of the issues
of isolation. In [15], [16],dual − Tox is used for tunneling
current reduction at logic or transistor level. Nevertheless, low
power exploration for behavioral synthesis is still in its infancy.
In this work, we describenano−CMOS RTL optimization
technique for effectively reducing leakage current. This section
formulates the objectives as an optimization problem, and then
highlights contributions of this paper.

A. Problem definition:

The first task is to generate an optimizedDFG from a
given polynomial or circuit description. For this purpose,we
focus on behavioral optimization based onTED − based
transformation and its functional decomposition, resulting in a
construction ofDFG. The DFG thus obtained is optimized
in terms of the on number of components.

Once aDFG is obtained, next task is to performSTA
(static timing analysis) to find critical paths in the design. Once
critical components are identified, we can use appropriate
scheduling and resource binding algorithms to minimize the
total gate-oxide leakage current without degrading the circuit
performance. This problem can be stated as follows,

Given an unscheduledDFG G(V, E), perform STA to
determine the critical and non-critical components. Afterthat
it is required to schedule the graph with appropriate binding
algorithm such that the total gate-oxide leakage current is
minimized and resource constraint (silicon cost) and delay
constraint (circuit performance) are satisfied.

B. Contribution of the paper:

The contribution of the paper can be summarized as follows,

1) Given a circuit described as polynomial, generate a
DFG by using appropriateTED optimization tech-
niques.

2) Perform low-leakage behavioral synthesis which reduces
the gate-oxide leakage dissipation of the circuit.

3) Apply STA − based scheduling and resource binding
algorithm with the objective to minimize gate leakage
of datapath circuits using resources of different oxide
thickness.

III. T HE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FORnano − CMOS
RTL OPTIMIZATION

The behavioral synthesis flow for gate-oxide leakage min-
imization is shown inFig. 1. The basic idea behind the
proposed system is to transform the functionalTED repre-
sentation of the design to a structuralDFG representation.

DFG is obtained fromTED by performing successive de-
composition ofTED by means of cuts [8]. The cut-based
decomposition is guided in such a way as to optimize the
DFG for a given objective. After obtainingDFG, STA is
performed to identify the critical and non-critical components.
By using simultaneous scheduling and binding approach on
a partially scheduledDFG we can achieve more flexibil-
ity while binding resources to operations. The behavioral
scheduling-binding algorithm using leakage and propagation
delay estimator generates a circuit which dissipates minimal
gate-oxide leakage. The delay-current estimator uses the pre-
characterizedmulti− Tox datapath library and calculates the
total gate-oxide leakage current and critical path delay of
the circuits for a givenDFG. Finally, RTL description of
leakage-performance optimal datapath and control circuits are
generated. The following subsection briefly describes about
our TED − based optimization approach.
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Fig. 1. The behavioral synthesis flow for gate-oxide lekage reduction

A. CanonicalTED for Efficient High-Level Representation

Taylor Expansion diagram [9] is a canonical, word-level
data structure that offers an efficient way to represent computa-
tion in a compact, factored form. An Algebraic, multi-variable
expressionf(x, y, ..), can be represented using Taylor series
expansion, w.r.t. variablex as follows:

f(x, y, ..) = f(x = 0) + xf ′(x = 0) + 1/2x2f ′′(x = 0) + ..
(2)

Wheref ′(x), f ′′(x), etc, are the successive derivatives off
w.r.t. x. The terms of the decomposition are then decomposed
with respect to the remaining variables(y, .., etc), one variable
at a time. A directed acyclic graph is used to store the
resulting decomposition whose nodes represent the terms of
the expansion.Fig. 2a shows one-level decomposition of



function f(x, y, ..) at variablex. The nodesf(x = 0, y, ..),
f ′′(x = 0, y, ..), etc, represent subsequent derivative functions
that depends on the remaining variables.Fig. 2b showsTED
for the functionf(A, B, C) = A2 + AB + 2AC + 2BC. The
detailed explanation ofTED can be found in [8], [9], [10].
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Fig. 2. TED [17]: a. Decomposition principle; b.TED example for
f(A, B, C) = A2 + AB + 2AC + 2BC

B. TED − based RTL low-leakage optimization: A Finite
Impulse Filter (FIR) Case Study

SinceFIR (Finite-impulse response) filters are critical to
most DSP application, an energy-aware filter design helps
significantly in reducing the total power dissipation. The
polynomial corresponding to a4 − tap FIR filter can be
written as,

Y [n] = a0X [n]+a1X [n−1]+a2X [n−2]+a3X [n−3] (3)

or equivalently as,

Yn = a0Xn + a1Xn−1 + a2Xn−2 + a3Xn−3 (4)

whereXn = X [n], Xn−1 = X [n − 1], Xn−2 = X [n − 2],
andXn−3 = X [n− 3].

TED corresponding to equation5 is shown inFig. 3 and
the optimizedTED is shown inFig. 4. Given an optimized
TED, the next task is to convert it toDFG, shown inFig. 5.
An STA on DFG is performed to generate the necessary
timing information. Specifically, we need to calculate arrival
time Ta, required timeTr, and slackTs = Tr − Ta, for each
node.

Definition 1: Arrival time Ta of a DFG noden is recur-
sively defined as a sum of delay of node n and the maximum
arrival time of its inputs:

Ta(n) = Delay(n) + max(Ta(ni)|ni∈Input(n)) (5)

whereDelay(n) denotes the delay of the operation associated
with noden, and Input(n) is the set of input nodes to the
noden.

Definition 2: Required timeTr of a noden is recursively
defined as a difference between the minimum required time
of its outputs and delay of noden:

Tr(n) = min(Tr(no)|no∈output(n)) − Delay(n) (6)

HereOutput(n) is the set of outputDFG nodes of noden
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Definition 3: Slack timeTs of a DFG noden is defined
as a difference between its required timeTr and the arrival
time Ta.

Ts(n) = Tr(n) − Ta(n) (7)

In Fig. 5, the arrival timeTa, the required timeTr, and the
slackTs of each node are denoted in the form of[Ta/Tr/Ts].
Here, we assume delay of each functional unit is1 for
simplicity. Based on the definition of slack, a critical node
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Fig. 5. DFG for the TED of Fig. 4



and critical path inDFG can be identified as follows,
Definition 4: A critical node in aDFG is a node which

has a slack equal to0. A critical path is a path which contains
critical nodes only.
In Fig. 5, critical path1 consists of4 nodes (M1, A1, A2,
A3) and critical path2 consists of4 nodes (M2, A1, A2, A3).
However, nodesM3 and M4 have non-zero slack. So, they
can be bound to the library having high gate-oxide thicknessto
reduce the gate-oxide leakage, provided it should not violate
the slack requirement. In other words, the slack of these nodes
should not be negative after binding to the higher gate-oxide
thickness library. All the nodes in the critical path will map
to the low gate-oxide thickness library to reduce the latency
of the design as much as possible. Thus, even if these nodes
or FUs (functional unites) are affected by process variation,
performance of the design would not be affected much. In
the next subsection, we present the generalized algorithm for
simultaneous scheduling-binding for general circuits.

C. An Algorithm forNano−CMOS RTL leakage optimiza-
tion

In this section, we present a leakage optimization algo-
rithm for simultaneous scheduling and binding under resource
constraint. The inputs to the algorithm are an unscheduled
DFG, libraries with different recourses made of transistors
of different oxide thickness, and a delay trade-off factor
Td. The Td is a user defined quantity which specifies the
maximum allowed critical path delay of the targeted circuit.
The algorithm schedules and binds the nodes ofDFG to the
FUs of different libraries so that critical path delay is either
equal or less thanTd while at the same time gate-oxide leakage
current of the target circuit should be minimized.

The proposed time-resource constrained algorithm (Algo-
rithm 1) takes time constraintTd as an input. It performs a
STA on theDFG and identifies critical and non-critical nodes
by calculatingTa, Tr, andTs of each nodes. During the step, it
uses delay value of1 for each node. Once identified, it assigns
ToxL

(FUs from low thickness gate-oxide library) to critical
nodes andToxH

to non-critical nodes. After initial scheduling
and binding, it calculates the critical path delay. If critical path
delay is less thanTd, the algorithm checks individual nodes
which were assigned toToxL

. It replaces theToxL
with ToxH

to reduce the leakage current. IfToxH
is not available at that

control step, it schedules it to next available control stepunder
the condition that replacement should not violate the timing
property.

Consider theFIR filter of Fig. 5 under the assumption that
unlimited number ofToxL

andToxH
components andTd = 6

ns. We also assume that delay of the adder and multiplier
corresponding toToxH

library are2 ns and3 ns respectively,
while those corresponding toToxL

library are1 ns and2 ns.
After identifying the critical and non-critical nodes, thepresent
algorithm replaces the critical components withToxL

and non-
critical to ToxH

respectively. NodesA1, A2, A3, M1 andM2
are assigned to the corresponding components ofToxL

and
nodesM3 andM4 are bound toToxH

. After initial scheduling

Algorithm 1 leakage optimization forNano − CMOS

1: Apply STA to DFG under resource constraint
2: Assume each node is assign to a delay of1
3: Identified critical and non-critical nodes
4: for all critical nodesni do
5: if FUj(k, ToxL

) is available for control stepC[ni] then
6: AssignFUj(k, ToxL

) to nodeni

7: else
8: AssignFUj(k, ToxH

) to nodeni

9: end if
10: end for
11: for all non-critical nodesni from root of theDFG do
12: for all possible control steps (slack) ofni do
13: if FUj(k, ToxH

) is available for control stepC[ni]
then

14: scheduleni in control stepC[ni]
15: AssignFUj(k, ToxH

) to nodeni

16: UpdateTs for all the nodes connected toni

17: end if
18: end for
19: if ni is not scheduledthen
20: for all possible control steps (slack) ofni do
21: if FUj(k, ToxL

) is available for control stepC[ni]
then

22: scheduleni in control stepC[ni]
23: AssignFUj(k, ToxL

) to nodeni

24: UpdateTs for all the nodes connected toni

25: end if
26: end for
27: end if
28: end for
29: CalculateTa, Tr, andTs for all nodes
30: calculate critical path delayTcp

31: Sort all critical nodes according to ascending order of
leakage current

32: for all critical nodesni do
33: if FUj(k, ToxH

) is available for control stepC[ni] then
34: AssignFUj(k, ToxH

) to nodeni

35: if slack ofni is less than0 then
36: AssignFUj(k, ToxL

) to nodeni

37: else
38: updateTa, Tr, Ts for all nodes connected toni

39: calculate critical path delayTcp

40: if Tcp greater thanTd then
41: AssignFUj(k, ToxL

) to nodeni

42: end if
43: end if
44: end if
45: end for
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and binding, the algorithm calculatesTa, Tr, and Ts for all
the nodes. The value ofTa, Tr, andTs after initial scheduling
and binding is shown inFig. 6. In Fig. 6, the delay of the
critical path is5 ns, which is less thanTd (6 ns). So, the
algorithm checks to replace the nodeToxL

for further reduction
of leakage current if and only if replacement does not cause
any timing violation. It is easy to see fromFig. 6 that theA3
can be replaced byToxH

without causing any timing violation;
the correspondingDFG is shown inFig. 7.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The above algorithm,TED, and STA are implemented
in C. Our system does not need any other external tool for
synthesis. Experiments were performed on several behavioral
level benchmark circuits with several constraints. The resource
constraints are expressed as the functional units of different
oxide thickness and time constraints in term of delay trade-
off factor (Td). The goal of the experiments is to demonstrate
(i) the reduction of leakage current without violating system
performance,(ii) Output synthesized netlist of a given design
is less susceptible under process variations.

In order to perform experiment, we first need to set up the
library with different gate-oxide thickness. In the present work,
we characterized a library of16 − bit datapath components,
such as adder, subtractors, multipliers, divider, multiplexers,
and registers following the structural descriptions from [18].
Fig. 8 shows variation ofIox leakage and propagation delay
for the multiplier with respect toTox. It is clear from the
figure thatIox is almost23 times lower whenTox increases
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TABLE I
L IBRARY WITH DIFFERENT GATE-OXIDE THICKNESS

Functional Tox = 1.4nm Tox = 1.7nm
unit Iox (µA) Tpd (ns) Iox (µA) Tpd (ns)

Adder 1.765620 27.916601 0.13848 46.82190
Subtractor 1.973340 27.916601 0.15579 46.82190
Multiplier 23.622379 44.484201 1.86948 74.62210
Divider 36.397161 151.16479 2.88500 253.55799

Comparator 4.189020 35.860901 0.32889 60.14969
Register 1.402110 32.679299 0.10963 54.82440

Multiplexer 1.194390 1.581100 0.09232 2.65780

from 1.4nm to 1.7nm and corresponding propagation delay is
almost doubled for the same change. Due to this reason we first
setup a library of dual-oxide thickness pair of1.4nm−1.7nm,
shown inTable I. Table I, Iox andTpd represent the leakage
current and propagation delay of the functional unit, respec-
tively, for a given gate-oxide thickness. For each benchmark,
we present gate-leakage current for differentTd. We also
used a smaller number ofToxH

resources and high number
of ToxL

resources. The results are shown inTable II. The
factor IoxS

represents the gate-oxide leakage current when
only ToxL

library (1.4nm oxide thickness) is used for the
total design. The percentage reduction in gate-oxide leakage
current is calculated as,

△I =
IoxS

− Iox

IoxS

∗ 100 (8)

Table II shows the results of the our scheduling algorithm.
Column2 in Table II represents the number of availableToxH

resources in the library. The results indicate reduction ingate
leakage current in the range of 30% to 70% when number of
ToxH

resources increases from 1 to unlimited number.Fig. 9
shows the average percentage reduction for all benchmarks
without resource constraints. Results indicate high leakage
current reduction without degrading system performance.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented scheduling-binding algorithm
for reducing gate-oxide leakage current usingdual − Tox

approach. The algorithm is based onTED for generating
optimized DFG on which proposed algorithm is applied.
Experimental results on a set of benchmark circuits show
promising results in terms of leakage power saving.



TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE PRESENT ALGORITHM

Circuits resource IoxL
Td = 1.0 Td = 1.2 Td = 1.4 Td = 1.6

cons (µA) (ns) (ns) (ns) (ns)
Iox ∆I Iox ∆I Iox ∆I Iox ∆I

(µA) (µA) (µA) (µA)
1 399.146 326.501 18.2 319.31 20.3 306.54 23.2 298.56 25.2

ARF 2 399.146 275.74 31.1 269.42 32.5 262.63 34.2 255.05 36.1
3 399.146 259.44 34.8 251.06 37.1 241.88 39.4 228.71 42.7
∞ 399.146 145.30 64.8 139.70 65.9 126.53 68.3 107.77 73.1
AverageIox Reduction 37.2 −− 38.9 −− 41.3 −− 44.3
1 271.64 196.67 27.6 193.14 28.9 189.06 30.4 180.09 33.7

BPF 2 271.64 124.41 54.2 120.34 55.7 115.99 57.9 108.66 60.2
3 271.64 115.99 57.2 114.36 57.9 112.73 58.5 100.51 63.7
∞ 271.64 104.03 61.7 103.92 61.9 98.61 63.7 96.23 65.1
AverageIox Reduction 50.2 −− 51.1 −− 52.6 −− 55.7
1 215.463 187.33 13.9 181.42 15.8 179.48 16.7 176.25 18.2

FIR 2 215.463 160.95 25.3 159.23 26.1 155.13 28.2 149.53 30.6
3 215.463 100.83 53.2 96.31 55.3 90.49 58.1 86.61 59.8
∞ 215.463 86.18 60.7 81.87 62.1 75.41 65.2 74.55 66.4
AverageIox Reduction 38.3 −− 39.8 −− 42.1 −− 43.8
1 234.885 210.51 10.4 202.47 13.8 201.53 14.2 196.36 16.4

EWF 2 234.885 191.43 18.6 187.91 20.4 180.86 23.5 176.16 25.1
3 234.885 162.07 31.2 160.89 31.5 152.68 35.1 150.33 36.7
∞ 234.885 143.28 39.5 136.23 42.3 133.88 43.4 129.19 45.1
AverageIox Reduction 24.9 −− 27.1 −− 20.1 −− 30.8
1 204.87 190.24 7.1 186.43 9.7 184.38 10.4 180.28 12.3

DWT 2 204.87 175.14 14.5 171.68 16.2 170.05 17.9 163.89 20.1
3 204.87 156.21 23.7 149.35 27.1 145.46 29.2 140.13 31.6
∞ 204.87 135.57 33.8 132.76 35.2 127.02 38.1 122.92 40.2
AverageIox Reduction 19.8 −− 22.1 −− 23.9 −− 26.1
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